Merck for Mothers
What Does a Mother Mean to a Family?
FaceBook Video
7-2-13 / FINAL SCRIPT / TRT – 1:55
VIDEO
Women in the World (WIW) Logo Animates onto Music Up
Screen / Background Colors Match WIW Summit
Colors / Moves to Bottom Right Corner

AUDIO

Text Fades onto Screen:
Merck for Mothers participated in Newsweek and
The Daily Beast’s Women in the World Summit
In New York City on April 4-5, 2013
to raise awareness about maternal mortality.
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A mother means to be absolutely everything, heart and
soul and body, to a family.
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
She’s everything. She’s the world to a family.
A mother means success for a family.

Erin

A mother means life to a family.

Joseph

In a word, a mother means love to a family.

Kimi

She is the leader of my life.

Nicole

A mother means strength to a family.

Joe

My mom is the rock.

Amelia

She’s the foundation. She’s the source.

Zoe

The glue that holds a family together.

Norma

Support to a family.

Kristina

Nobody gets left behind.

Rachel

Mothers are the backbone of every family.

Htike Htike

Mother means warm jacket for me.
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Teboho

A mother means security to the family, in all kinds of
ways.

Amani

I think of the leader of the family, and a woman that can
raise an entire generation, a person who’s the source of
change in the world.

Ginny

I feel a wonderful sense of responsibility as a mom. I feel
I’m connected to other generations because I’m a mom.

Nancy

I make my family work.

Jennifer

You need to be the doctor, the caregiver, the nurturer,
the driver, the mediator…

A Moon

She’s not even the queen. She’s the king.

Patrice

She’s usually the person making sacrifices for the family
first.

Lisa

She’s always there, no matter what.

Kenye

Without mothers, the entire family is lost.

Charles

My mom kind of made what could have been a very
unremarkable life for me very remarkable.

Cha Cha

My mom is my essential.

Annie

An inspiration.

Giovanna

Nurturing.

Nelson

Happiness and stability.

Connie

A mother means love to a family. Everywhere, all over
the world.
Music Resolves.

Merck Logo & for Merck for Mothers Logo
Animate onto Screen with Swoosh
Fade to Black

TRT: 1:55
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